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 At Dinner with... 

On 24 February 2013 

 

At 17:00 in Konstantin Studio in Coloane,  Hac Sa St.  

At 18:30 in Military Club 

Konstantin Bessmertny  creating challenging 

approaches of human being… 

 

Shee Va  and the representation of multi  facets of 

medicine in arts:… feelings and ideas about medicine,  

health,  and i l lness expressed in the opera   

Carlos Duarte and Dulce Trindade  as Moderators 

 

…as we explore the links between art and the multi 

facets of medicine and human being, and by doing 

so, we can always achieve a better understanding 

of what it is , we actually,  do. Medicine allows 

paintings, sound of music, drama... to emerge –  to 

be born in the art.. .  

At dinner with the sound of music   

by Mário Alves and Luís Mexia 



 

KONSTANTIN BESSMERTNY  INVITED all  the guests to know 

WHERE HE WORKS… “Please come and see me in my studio in Coloane…and At 

dinner in Military Club,  we will  talk about this  great first -hand experience to 

anyone” . . .  

Konstantin Bessmertny is one of the most distinguished artists  working in Asia 

today.  At his  studio in Coloane are several paintings -in-progress ,  a wooden 

sculpture of a horse dominating the studio :  an uncharacteristically refined, small ,  

narrative work,  depicting various fi gures in a room reminiscent of Dutch 

Renaissance interiors .   

He uses his  work as a means of exploring and experimenting new ideas, finding 

inspiration in the bizarrest of places and creating work that continues to 

challenge and excite preconceived notions.  Konstantin never formulaic or 

predictable ,  is  unique,  employing humour and candour so subtle  and gentle  that it 

requires  revieweing time and time again his work to uncover all that he has to 

offer .   

Bringing up a fantastic “mélange”  of symbolism and cryptic Latin phrases ,  the 

largest of Bessmertny’s  oi l  canvases are stacked against the walls .  In them, his 

sardonic observations of the contemporary local culture treat gamblers and 

prostitutes on par with local and international leaders side to side with the  

panoramic paintings such as Vista da Praia Grande,  hovering portraits of women 

next to those of e legantly dressed men and women highlight them as the iconic 

figures of Macau. 

 



To the right,  covered tables littered with paint tubes and bottles of turpentin e.  

Beside figural works—a painting for people with IQ above normal series into the 

studio—showing derive from his appreciation for famous figures of art history.  

The artist ’ s  parodies of contemporary li fe make irreverent references to 

pre-17th-century masterpiece—Based on his  knowledge of the European canon and 

classical painting techniques. . .  

In this  panel discussion about “The Arts and the multi  Facets  of Medicine” he 

brought to us his  technical mastery , combined with his  detai led knowledge on 

literature,  music , history and politics and,  on a wide -range of facets of human 

being lend to his  work an intelligence and a credibi lity that is  rarel y witnessed in 

contemporary art and we have the great opportunity to testimony.  



Shee Va ,   

physician,  specialist in gastroenterology is  also 

an interested scholar and faithful follower of 

the opera world. . .  he brings up his feelings 

towards opera and the myths abound with 

regard to the idiosyncrasies of the  culture , 

coping a strategy to enthousiasticly show us  the 

facets  about the representation of medicine in 

music?  

He encompasses both the representation of 

medicine in music ,  the voices , and the history 

and highlights the fears of people of diseases 

that were not well  understood  or could not be controlled by medic ine,  the death,  

the controversy feelings. . .  loss ,  frustrations and conflict . .   

And what. . .  have similar qualities as those in people  experiencing i l lness who are 

represented by an opera character rais ing the 

broader issue of the nature of wellness .. .But 

what about a systematic search in theatrical 

reference books yielded several operas from 

three centuries in which physicians appear on 

stage in the history of opera.   

Shee Va highlights moments of opera history 

where “actors play  and operas reflect a 

cultural understanding of the disease process , 

and at the same time it creates an ongoing 

stereotype of the i l lness . "  He also looked to the 

role  and function of the physician in different 

categories including the character and 

importance of his role , his  funct ion and basis of 

knowledge,  and his social status at the 

historical context.  

The death of the beautiful Mimi in Puccini' s  La 

Boheme is  one of the most moving and dramatic 

moments in opera and her death from 

tuberculosis ,  and the i l lnesses and deaths of 

other operatic heroes and heroines , te l l  us a 

great deal about the state of medical knowledge 

at the time the operas were written, as well  as 

how society perceived and reacted to certain i l lnesses .. .    



 

In the 19th century,  surgery was integrated into medi cine.  In Verdi ' s  opera La 

Forza del Destino (The Force of Destiny,  1862) ,  a surgeon is of great importance 

for the plot.  In one of the best known tragic operas of the 19th century,  La 

Traviata of Verdi (1853)  we assist the Violetta's health deteriorating r apidly, 

probably because of progressive tuberculosis .  Dr Grenvil ,  her physician,  supports 

her but predicts that she will  soon die.  The role  of the physician is  extended with 

sympathy and comfort.  

Les Contes d'Hoffmann (Tales of Hoffmann, 1881)  by Offenbach  is  another opera 

based on the short stories of Ernst Hoffmann, who relates three unhappy love 

affairs:  one of the love stories with Antonia, who is a gifted singer b ut in a frai l  

state of health,  she inherited not only her beautiful voice but also a heart  

condition.  This introduces the recently developed concept of heredity. Dr Miracle  

appears to help Antonia with some medicine and,  he diagnoses cardiac 

arrhythmia; Antonia's  pulse is fast and irregular.  This is  depicted music ally.   

The changing appearance of the physician in the history of opera changes from a 

minor position,  to the clinical comic/drama player to the rational, the biological 

and the superior player in 20th century.   

The dynamics of the physician's  role in the history of opera reflect the de velopment 

of medicine and i l lustrate the development of the social position of doctors and the 

public attitude towards the medical profession over the past centuries .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



  Dear All 

On behalf of the Association of the Portuguese Speaking Physicians practicing any 

time and whatever scheme of work in Macau, we would like t o express our deepest 

appreciation for your attendance,  your dedicated participation and enthusiasm 

enriching this  debate  At Dinner with Konstantin Bessmertney and Shee Va, at  

Military Club on 24th February,  2013  at 18:30.  The program, including the visit to the 

K. Bessernertny’s Studio and the Meeting in Military Club ,  was an overwhelming 

success,  attracting about 100 invited participants,  including the members,  health 

professionals and supporters from other associations . 

We thank you,  Konstantin and Shee Va that gave us the honour to be here today to 

proportionate to all  of  us a better understanding of what it  is ,  we actually do,  

exploring the links between the art and the multi  facets of medicine… allowing the 

painting, the opera actors , the sound of musi c and the drama. . . to emerge – to be born 

in the art. . .  

We will  also be giving thanks and congratulations to Mário Alves and Luís Mexia for 

the sound of music of your saxophone and Guitar … It was a great opportunity to 

l i sten,  network and have fun!   

Today also Greetings on your birthday Arlinda Frota!  You have reached a new 

milestone.  All of us At dinner in Military Club join in wishing you Happy Birthday 

and express our best wishes for many years to come!    

Last but definitely not least, a big thank you to  the AIZZO Event’s Management Co.  

and Military Club staff that helped out on preparation of a delicious dinner and 

throughout the whole event: this  moment would not have been the same without each 

one of you.   

Without your support,  “The Arts and The multi  Facets of Medicine”  Meeting would  

not have been the success that it was.  I  trust that you found your involvement in the 

event both valuable and rewarding.  Reading this  Newsletter,  we expect you can enjoy 

and share the memories of this event.  

   Sincerely yours,  

Rui Furtado 

 Chairman, AMLPM Organizing Committee 
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